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Do I need Folium to create my maps?
By jean-claude.feltes@education.lu

The quick answer, as I see it now is: no. But I must say that, at the beginning, Folium was much easier, 
as I am a Python, and not a Javascript programmer.

1. The Folium solution

Some time ago I started writing a program that should display the localities that are interesting for a 
mineral collector on a map. This was quite easy with Folium, and the result looked like this:

 
The map was displayed in a browser, and it used OSM map tiles. The markers could use different 
colours, they were polygons with a number of sides that could be decided by the program.
When I clicked on a marker, the accompanying text was displayed.
This text was derived from a “data base” that in reality was a text file containing coordinates, names 
and free text. Like this:

The map was created like this:

To add markers, I did this:
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Then I realized that after creating the map
I could add tiles from other sources, especially from Opentopomaps and ESRI sattelite images:

To use Opentopomaps and ESRI images, an attribution attr must be included!
The last line adds a comfortable layer control.

The possibility to use Opentopomaps was really exciting, as I could zoom into the map and eventually 
discover mine symbols (that are most interesting for a mineral collector). Now I would need the 
possibility to click on the map and directly get the coordinates to the clipboard in my own format, to 
put them into my “data base”.
This could be done in Folium, but it was a little bit tricky, as a Javascript template had to be used:

  
(The string handling could be done in a more pythonic way, but I did this quick and dirty.)
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The biggest part of the green text is Javascript code that handles the click event and puts the 
coordinates to the clipboard, separated by tabs, which is the format I needed.

This was a big improvement.
But one thing was missing on my map: a search control where I could enter a locality name and have 
the map moved to this place.
I did some research on the net, but could not find a Folium solution to this problem. Astonishing! 
Maybe my search was not deep enough and I missed something. But then another idea came to me: Did
I really need Folium?
Folium is essentially a wrapper to the Leaflet library, written in Javascript.

I could analyze the generated code and write my own map library. (This would not be a big job, as I do 
not need all the possibilities that Folium or Leaflet offer. I could just focus on my own needs.)

2. My map library

This should offer the possibilities I described above, with the possibility to use it in a very simple way, 
like this:

This piece of code creates a map with a layer control (for OSM, Opentopomap, Stamen Terrain and 
ESRI images) and a search control. The map is centered at center_lat, center_lon.
The result is written to the file ‘testmap.htm’ and automatically displayed in a browser window.
Markers can be added as an array consisting of tuples
(latitude, longitude, fill colour, number of polygon sides, free text)

Internally this is done by the following functions that can also be used instead of the simple approach:

The _create_header() function does the HTML part of the job:
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Here the script instructions for the search box are included. I did not find a way to do this in Folium.

The header is put into the global variable mapstring.

After this the script part begins:
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The map is created in Javascript:

To do this I use a template string mapdefinition, where the variables $clat and $clong for center latitude
and longitude are substituded by the Python variables center_latitude and center_longitude.
To do this I use the safe_substitute function of the Template part of the string library (that I import at 
the beginning of the program):

Then the tile layers are added:

….the same for layers Opentopomap, Stamenterrain and Esri.
The attribution must not be forgotten!. For Opentopomap for example:
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At the end a layer control is added:

The removement of layers 002...004 has the effect that only tiles from layer 001 are loaded. Otherwise 
all layers would be loaded one above the other, so that only the last one would be visible.

The click handler adds click and copy faculty:

 I find this code more straightforward than the Folium template.

After the necessary scripts are included in the header part of the HTML, the search control is very easy 
to do:
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One marker can be created with this:

Here an index variable is included so that every marker has a distinct identity. Maybe this is not 
necessary, the code seems to work without it, but as Folium takes great care to generate unique 
identifiers, I thought it would be a good idea to do this also.

Once the function for one marker is defined, it is easy to use an array of markers:

The last thing to do is to end the script part of the HTML code:

Now the mapstring contains all the HTML and Javascript information that is needed.
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It has only to be written to a file:

 

The filename is remembered in the global variable mapfile, so that this can be used by the next 
function, the one displaying the resulting map in a browser window:

The result is the same as with Folium, except that I have the desired Search control on my map.
And I have full control of the different steps, so I can adapt my code as I need it.
It should not be too difficult to add new functionalities, as there are many good Leaflet tutorials on the 
net.

If you find this article helpful, if you have ideas for improvements or if you want to have the code, feel 
free to contact me.
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